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Measurements:

Coastal Cabana Cardstock # 131297

cut 4-1/4" x 11"•

scored at 2-3/4" both ends and in half at 5-1/2"

cut slit top left on 2-3/4" score line down to 2-1/4" / cut slit bottom right on 2-3/4" score line 2-1/4"

cut 4-1/4" x 9"•

Score in half at 4-1/2" and score both ends  at 2-3/4"

Cut slit bottom left on 2-3/4" score line 2-1/4" up / cut slit top right on 2-3/4" score line down to 2-
1/4"

scrap for cutting circle frome with Layering Circle Die 2-5/8" •

Basic White Cardstock # 159276

cut four at 2-1/2" x 4"•
scrap for cutting two 2-1/8" circles with Layering Circles dies •
scrap for stamping and cutting out greetings•

Brights 6" x 6" Designer Paper # 159258

cut at 3-1/4" x 4"

Instructions 

On 4-1/4" x 9" piece after scorring and cutting slits (mentioned above) .1. 
Dawn's Tip : You can measure down all sides to 2-1/4" mark tiny pencil mark on  2-
3/4"score lines, then cut to that pencil mark with Paper Trimmer or Paper Snips Scissors 
that may be easier .

2. 

Adhere the 3-1/4" x 4" piece of Coastal Cabana Designer Paper to center and  burnish all 
score lines.

3. 

Die cut out the 2-1/4" circle with the Layering Circles Dies in center over the 4-1/2" score 
line,cut both Coastal Cabana Cardstock and Designer Paper  at same time .

4. 

Die cut two Basic White circles with the 2-1/8" Layering Circles Dies for stamping hippos to 
spin in center of card .

5. 

Die cut  Coastal Cabana Cardstock with the 2-1/4" Circle  then  create a frame by cutting the 6. 
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scallop circle over that  with the 2-5/8" Scallop Circle  from Layering Circles Dies.
Stamp hippos on circles and  Basic White panels in Memento Ink and color with Stampin' 
Blends.

7. 

Add Adhesive to back of both circles and  cut a  piece of White Bakers twine  about 5" long 
and  add to center of one of hippos backside .

8. 

Making sure hippo ballerina is going to spin right way, then add the second circle on top to 
create a double sided spinner . 

9. 

Add spinner  to inside the cut out circle  and adhere the backers twine to the top and bottom  
with scotch tape to secure spinner .

10. 

Spinner should spin freely in center of cut out .11. 
Use Multipurpose Liquid Glue and glue the Coastal Cabana Cardstock circle frame onto 
front, around circle cut out to finish the  design.

12. 

Adhere two Basic White panels to the backside of the 4-1/4" x 9 piece one on each end 
backside.

13. 

These two panels are for stamping birthday message or extra greetings and or sign card  
area.

14. 

Adhere  the two Basis White panels with stamped Hippos to the front of the 4-1/4" x 11" 
piece one on each end .

15. 

Now  build your interlocking fun fold  card by sliding  the 4-1/4" x 9' piece into the  4-1/4" x 
11" piece slits- bottom goes into top and then top goes into bottom .

16. 

Tap card while sitting open and up onto a hard surface to have card panels fall into 
place..Fold close by bringing both ends together to center, Being careful with spinner to lay 
flat.

17. 

Watch video posted on my website Thursday August 4th, 2022  & You Tube on Wednesday  
August 3, 2022 for a more visual on making this card .
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Hippest Hippos 
Cling Stamp Set 

(English) - 159921

Happiness 
Abounds 

Photopolymer 
Stamp Set 

(English) - 159238

Coastal Cabana 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
131297

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Brights 6" X 6" 
(15.2 X 15.2 Cm) 
Designer Series 
Paper - 159258

Tuxedo Black 
Memento Ink Pad - 

132708

Gray Granite 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154886

Petal Pink 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154893

Bermuda Bay 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154878

Smoky Slate 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154904

Crumb Cake 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154882

Pool Party 
Stampin' Blends 
Combo Pack - 

154894

Baker's Twine 
Essentials Pack - 

155475

Stampin' Seal - 
152813

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Paper Snips 
Scissors - 103579

Bone Folder - 
102300

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Layering Circles 
Dies - 151770
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Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653
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